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ABSTRACT

Two major barriers frustrate the use of current 
technology to improve the design of existing systems: (1 )
the physical parameters (i.e., weight and volume) imposed by 
a subsystem on the entire system and (2 ) the economic 
penalties created by the costs of modifying the existing 
system to accommodate subsystem changes. As a result, 
design engineers must weigh considerations beyond the 
typical constraints of reliability and subsystem cost. Many 
of the available techniques for solving this multiply 
constrained problem cannot guarantee an optimal integer 
solution. This thesis develops a method for solving this 
class of multiply constrained reliability problems. This 
algorithm solves for the optimal integer solution, when 
feasible, or provides the user with the "best" available 
integer alternative when the problem, as stated, is 
integer-infeasible. A computer program, based on this 
algorithm, is developed as part of the thesis. This program 
limits the problem to ten variables. However, only minor 
editing of the program is required to permit the use of "n" 
variables.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION

In the general field of systems design and 
modification, the goal is to design a system that meets or 
exceeds specific multiple design criteria. These criteria 
may include a required level of reliability, a budget 
ceiling, maximum space available for the system, or maximum 
weight of the system. The aerospace industry is confronted 
with this type of problem on a recurring basis. The 
technology available for the design and improvement of 
existing subsystems is changing all the time. However, one 
cannot replace an existing airframe in order to "fit in" a 
new subsystem. Therefore, the design of new subsystems must 
be constrained by the weight and volume availability 
dictated by the design of the original system. The purpose 
of this thesis is to show that the more complex version of 
this problem, one that addresses multiple criteria, can 
be solved using a combination of optimizing concepts.

The reliability portion of the design criteria is 
mathematically stated as a nonlinear function. This stems 
from the definition of reliability. Reliability is the 
probability that the system will continue functioning 
properly for a specific period of time. Probabilities are
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usually depicted as a fraction decimal between 0 and 1 , 
therefore, it is also correct to define reliability as 1 

minus the probability of failure (1 - P[failure]). If the 
system is composed of multiple components in series, then 
the system reliability is the product of the individual 
component reliabilities.

For purposes of this thesis, it is assumed that each 
component, or subsystem, is made up of one or more identical 
units connected in parallel. The mathematical relationship 
between the units connected in parallel is such that the 
component reliability becomes

1 - [P[failure]]# of units.

Therefore, the multiplicative relationship between 
components in series can be depicted in general terms as

( l-PiXl ) ( l-PzX2 ) . . . (1-P.X“ ) = R 
where Pn is the probability of failure of item n,

R is the reliability of the system,
Xi is the number of type i items.

One can readily see the nonlinear structure of this 
function.

The budget, weight, and volume portions of the design
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criteria are usually stated as linear functions. The "cost" 
of each item multiplied by the number of those items is the 
"cost" of that component. The sum of the "costs" of the 
individual components equals the "cost" of the entire 
system. The general structure of the three linear design 
criteria is

Ci Xi + C2X2 + . . . + CnXn = COST.
As will be discussed in detail later, the specific
mathematical structure of these four design criteria is 
crucial to the success of the algorithm developed in this 
thesis. An example problem, indicative of the type
discussed, is shown below.

Reliability Goal: [l-0.4Xl] [l-0.6X2j .90

Budget Goal : $5Xi + $7X2 ^ 60
Weight Goal: 4Xi + 6X2 ^ 70
Volume Goal : 2Xi + 4X2 ^ 40 (1.1)

The algorithm developed in this thesis approaches the 
multiple criteria design problem from a different 
perspective than do standard optimizing techniques. 
Conventional approaches structure the problem in such manner 
that one criterion is optimized subject to the constraints
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imposed by the remaining criteria. The method depicted in 
this thesis takes advantage of all of the information 
provided to the design engineer. Each criteron has a 
specific maximum or minimum threshold it must achieve.
Rather than viewing these values as resource constraints, 
this algorithm looks upon them as goals. The user 
prioritizes these goals, and the algorithm seeks the 
combination that optimizes subject to the relative priority 
of the goals.

Chapter 2 discusses some of the more robust techniques 
currently used to solve this type of problem. The specifics 
of the approach taken by this algorithm are explained in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. A computer program has been 
developed based on this algorithm, and Chapter 5 discusses 
the results obtained when a sample set of problems is 
solved. Areas that should be considered for further 
research are also presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 
CURRENT METHODS OF SOLVING 

RELIABILITY PROBLEMS

Reliability problems of the type described in Chapter 1 
are not addressed explicitly in the literature. This may be 
due, in part, to the structural requirements of existing 
algorithms. Standard optimizing algorithms require that a 
problem be stated such that one is maximizing or minimizing 
an objective function subject to a set of constraints. If 
the answer that results is within the parameters of the 
required goals, it is accepted. If the result is not within 
the goals, the parameters must be changed, the problem 
reformulated and solved again. This process repeats until 
an acceptable solution is found. There are numerous 
approaches to solving this form of the problem. Some of the 
more robust methods will be discussed here.

The method of Lagrange multipliers and the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions can be used to solve a problem of the form:

Maximize Reliability:
NIi ( 1 - Pj Xj ) 
j = l
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subject to
N2 ai 4 Xj ^ bi 
j = l

where
1 = 1 , 2 » .  . .,r (2.1)

The simultaneous equations formed by the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions can be solved using Newton's method. These 
solutions are substituted into the original equations to 
obtain the optimal system reliability and the redundancies 
for each stage in the system. There are two negative 
attributes of this technique of which one must be aware. 
First, every solution set that satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions will not always be a point that corresponds to 
the system maximum. Conversely, the point at which the 
objective function is at a maximum will always satisfy the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Second, solutions obtained by this 
approach will not necessarily be integer. The accepted 
method is to round noninteger results down to the nearest 
integer. This approach may not result in the optimum 
integer solution (Tillman, Hwang, Kuo, 1980).

Problems of the form shown above may also be solved 
using geometric programming (GP). GP exploits the fact that 
the arithmetic mean is at least as great as the geometric 
mean therefore permitting one to solve the dual rather than
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the primal problem (Tillman, Hwang* Kuo, 1980). When 
solving the dual, one finds that this particular type of 
problem has one degree of difficulty. This means that one 
cannot solve explicitly for all of the dual variables. 
Nonetheless, all of the dual variables can be expressed in 
terms of one particular dual variable. Oatney (1987) showed 
that the value of this variable can be found by using the 
Brent-Decker method.

The solution for the dual is also the primal solution; 
for that reason, one is presented with the optimal value of 
the objective function prior to knowing the point of 
optimality. Geometric programming is more robust than the 
method of Lagrange multipliers because one is guaranteed 
that the solution is the optimal one. However, it suffers 
from one of the same drawbacks: the solution may not be 
integer and therefore when rounding to the nearest integer, 
an optimal solution cannot be guaranteed.

Dynamic programming is a technique for solving 
reliability problems with both linear and nonlinear 
constraints. This technique shifts the view of the problem 
from an N-variable decision problem to N single-variable 
problems. The problem is structured into decision stages 
and each stage is solved sequentially (Tillman, Hwang, &
Kuo, 1980). In this case, the problem is to determine the
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number of redundant components at each stage of an N-stage 
series system.

The impact of all possible numbers of redundant 
components are evaluated at each stage of the dynamic 
program. The values considered at each stage are restricted 
by those considered in the previous stages and by the 
constraints on the problem. The result is an algorithm that 
enumerates through all possible integer combinations and 
chooses that combination that optimizes the objective 
function. This technique does determine the optimal integer 
combination. However, it may require the examination of nn 
combinations. Such a total enumeration would require an 
inordinate amount of computer time for even relatively small 
values of n.

The system reliability problem being considered 
requires integer solutions ; therefore, as might be expected, 
some applications of integer programming (IP) techniques to 
solve this problem have been published. In 1968 Mizukami 
explored the use of convex programming to linearly 
approximate the nonlinear reliability function. His method 
used the simplex technique to solve the system of linear 
approximations and then Gomory's method of integer forms to 
arrive at an integer solution. Ghare and Taylor (1969) 
describe a method using Balas’s branch and bound technique
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to also solve these types of problems. The use of IP 
techniques, however, may require complex transformations of 
the equations in order that the structure required by the 
particular algorithm be met. This is the case for both 
Gomory's cutting plane method and Balas's branch and bound 
method (Tillman, Hwang, & Kuo, 1 9 8 0 ) .

Both of these methods will (theoretically) solve 
problems of the type being considered. However, the nature 
of IP optimizing algorithms is such that convergence is 
guaranteed, but the time required to converge may be 
extraordinary. A similar drawback is found in those IP 
algorithms that use some form of partial enumeration strategy. 
These algorithms may be forced to enumerate all possible 
combinations, thus resulting again in exponential computation 
time.

Each of the strategies discussed above requires that 
the reliability problems be formulated with an objective 
function and constraints. The nonlinear optimization 
techniques provide an optimal noninteger solution quickly, 
but conventional methods of rounding to the nearest integer 
cannot guarantee optimality. The strategies that provide 
integer solutions usually require complex restructuring of 
the problem, inordinate amounts of computer time, or both.
The method outlined in Chapter 3 requires that the goal of
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each constraint be determined a priori, which is reasonable 
given the nature of real system design problems. This 
requirement permits one to determine absolute bounds within 
which to search for the feasible solutions. Chapter 4 
provides the user with a means to assess available options 
if an integer-feasible solution cannot be found.

ARTHUR LAKES L1BHAMY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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Chapter 3 
METHOD FOR DETERMINING 

INTEGER FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS

There are four phases to the method of determining and 
prioritizing integer-feasible solutions. The first two 
phases establish upper and lower bounds on each of the 
variables. The third phase searches within these bounds to 
determine all integer-feasible solutions. The last phase 
prioritizes all integer-feasible solutions with respect to 
each of the goals. This fourth phase provides the analyst 
with useful information about the available alternatives.
An examination of the results obtained after completion of 
the first two phases may show that the system of goals is 
integer infeasible. In this case, the algorithm will end, 
and the user will be informed that the problem has a totally 
infeasible structure.

Phase 1 : Determine Variable Lower Bounds
This phase exploits the structure of the system 

reliability goal to determine specific integer lower bounds 
on all of the variables. The general form of the system
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reliability goal is

[l-PiXl] [l-P2X2] . . . [l-PBXn] ^ R

where
Pi = probability of failure of item i 
Xi = the number of type i items 
R = system reliability goal

The multiplicative nature of this goal provides 
specific information on the required reliability of each 
subsystem. The total system cannot reach its goal unless 
the reliability of each subsystem is also greater than or 
equal to R. The general expression that describes the 
reliability of the jth subsystem is

l-PjXj
Therefore, the goal of each subsystem j is

l-PjXj ^ R
Because values of Pj and R are known in all cases, one 

can use this relationship to solve explicitly for the 
minimum noninteger value of Xj that will satisfy this 
equation.
If

l-PjXj ^ R
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then
1-R £  P j Xj

Take the natural logarithm of both sides :
In ( 1 - R )  ^ Xj  In Pj

Solve for Xj  (In Pj  < 0 . 0  since 0 . 0  < Pj  < 1 . 0 )

Xj £ In ( 1 - R )  

In Pj

If the minimum value for Xj  is not integer then one 
must round up to the nearest integer value to determine the 
minimum integer value that satisfies the equation. Solving 
the minimum Xj  for all j will provide absolute lower bounds 
on all variables.

The lower bound on each variable of the sample problem 
(1 .1 ) is computed in the following manner.
Reliability goal:

Compute lower bound on X i :
1 -  0 . 4 X l  ^  . 9 0  

Add 0.4Xl to both sides :
1 ^ .90 + 0 . 4 Xl

Subtract .90 from both sides:
1 - .90 ^ 0.4Xl
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Take the natural logarithm of both sides :
In (1-.90) ^ Xi In 0.4

Then divide both sides by In 0.4
In (1-.90)
---------- <: XiIn 0.4

Solve for Xi :
Xi £ 2.51294

and round up for integer lower bound :
Xlbi = 3.0

Compute lower bound on X%:
1 - 0.6X2 £ .90

Add 0.6Xz to both sides :
1 £ .90 + 0.6Xa

Subtract .90 from both sides :
1 - .90 k 0.6Xa

Take the natural logarithm of both sides :
In (1-.90) ^ X2 In 0.6

Then divide both sides by In 0.6:
In (1-.90)---------- £ X2In 0.6

Solve for X2:
X2 4.50758 

and round up for integer lower bound :
Xl b 2 = 5.0
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the variable lower bounds for this example are
X l bi = 3.0

Xl b 2 = 5.0

Phase 2 : Determine Variable Upper Bounds
This phase exploits the structure of the linear goals 

and the lower bounds determined in Phase 1 to establish 
specific integer upper bounds on each variable. The general 
form of each of the three linear goals is

Cost : Cl Xi + C2X2 + . . . + CnXn ^ C
Weight: wiXi + W2X2 + . . . + wBXn ^ W
Volume : viXi + V2X2 + . . . + VnXn ^ V

where
ci = Cost per item i
Wi = Weight per item i
Vi = Volume per item i
Xi = Number of item i
C = Maximum budget available for system
W = Maximum permitted weight of system
V = Maximum permitted volume of system

One can solve for the upper bound on Xi (Xubi )1 with 
respect to goal 2 (cost), by substituting the lower bounds, 
Xl bj for all j * i, into the goal and solving for the 
maximum Xi that satisfies the equation. The upper bound on
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Xi (Xubi) is determined in the following manner.
If

Ci Xu B 1 + C2X2 + . e . + CnXn ^ c

substitute in Xlbj for Xj, for all j * 1
C i Xub 1 + C 2 XL B 2 + . . . + CnXiBn ^ C

subtract CjXij , for all j * 1 , from both sides
Ci Xu B1 ^ C — C2XLB2 — « - CnXiBn

divide both sides by ci
C — C 2 XiB 2 — • • • — Cn XiB nXuBl ^ — ----1—

Cl

The upper bound on Xi with respect to goal 2 is shown by 
this equation. To determine an integer upper bound on Xi 
with respect to goal 2, one must round Xi down to the
nearest integer value. Applying this logic to the other two
goals will produce a set containing the upper bound on Xi. 
The minimum value within this set is the absolute upper 
bound on Xi.

The computation of the upper bounds for the 
variables in the example problem (1 .1 ) is as follows :
Compute Xubi with respect to goal 2 (Cost):

$5X ü b i + $ 7 X l b 2 ^ 60

Insert X l b b :
$5Xub 1 + $7(5.0) £ 60
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Solve for X u b i :
60 - $7(5.0)

Xu B 1 ^ $5 

or
Xu b i ^ 5.0

The largest integer value is the bound : therefore,
X u b i = 5.0

Compute X u b 2 with respect to goal 2 (Cost):
$5Xlbi + $7Xub 2 ^ 60

Insert X l b i ?

Solve for X u b 2 :

$5(3.0) + $ 7 X u b  2 ^ 60

60 - $5(3.0) 
Xub 2 ^ — — $7

or
Xub 2 ^ 6.429 

Round down to the next integer :
Xu b 2 = 6.0

Similarly, with respect to goal 3 (Weight)
X u b 1 = 11.0 

X u b 2 - 14.0
and with respect to goal 4 (Volume)

Xubi = 10.0 
Xub 2 = 8.0
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The absolute upper bound on each variable is the minimum of 
the set of values found:

Xu bi = min. (5.0, 11.0, 1 0 .0 )
Xu b 2 = min. (6 .0 , 14.0, 8 .0 )

or
Xu bi = 5.0 
Xu b 2 - 6.0

Therefore,
3.0 £ Xi ^ 5.0
5.0 ^ Xz <. 6.0

The first two phases have provided absolute upper and 
lower bounds on all variables and the system can be checked 
to determine if the system of goals is integer-infeasible.
If Xu b i < Xl b i for any i, then the system is integer- 
infeasible and further effort to determine a solution set is 
pointless. A problem that is determined to be infeasible at
this point will cause the algorithm to stop and the user to
be informed that the problem is structurally infeasible.

Phase 3: Determine All Integer-Feasible Solutions
Once integer bounds have been established on all of the 

variables, a simple enumeration of all possible 
combinations within these bounds will provide information on
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all feasible combinations. Such a total enumeration, 
however, may also result in a time consuming search of 
combinations that are known to be infeasible. This 
possibility can be eliminated by searching all combinations 
in the required manner and verifying feasibility at each 
iteration.

The required procedure for stepping through the 
possible combinations is straightforward and easy to 
program. The assignment of the values for the variables is 
done in a manner equivalent to nesting loops. Each variable 
is started at its lower bound value and incremented by one 
within its loop until it reaches its upper bound. The 
location of each variable's loop within the nested loop 
system is not critical.

At each iteration, the values relative to cost, weight, 
and volume of that combination are checked against the 
maximum availability of the resources. If any of these 
linear goals has been violated, then incrementing the 
deepest nested variable again will only violate that goal by 
a greater degree. Therefore, if such a violation is 
detected, the incrementation of that variable is stopped, 
the next variable is incremented by one, and the process is 
continued.

After enumeration of the possible combinations is
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complete the feasible solutions are identified for phase 
4. If there are no feasible solutions, the information 
gained by the search is shifted to the analysis portion of 
the algorithm. One can see by examining the results below 
that if the maximum budget available for the system was 
decreased from 60 to 59, phase 3 would have identified no 
integer-feasible solutions.

The results from applying phase 3 to the sample problem 
(1 .1 ) are shown below.

Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
3 5 .8632* $50 27 26

6 .8923* 57 32 30
4 5 .8986* 55 31 28

6 .9289 62* 46 32
**5 5 .9128 60 45 30

6 .9436 67* 50 34
* Goals that have been violated
* * Feasible combination

The search technique employed in Oatney's geometric 
programming approach required the search of 25 combinations 
for the same general problem.

Phase 4: Rank the Feasible Solutions in Priority Order
In the initial input phase of the algorithm, the user 

identifies the relative priority of each goal. In phase 4
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the feasible solutions are provided to the user in priority 
order. Each of the feasible solutions is rank ordered with 
respect to the level it exceeds the criteria of each of the 
goals. This provides the user with useful information about 
the alternative choices available.

In the example (1.1) there is only one integer-feasible 
solution ; however, if the maximum budget is increased to 90, 
the benefits of phase 4 can be shown.

Reliability:

Cost : $5X1 + $7X2 £ 90
Weight : 4X i + 5X2 <: 70

Volume : 2X i + 4X2 40 (3.1)

From phase 1 :
X l b i = 3

Xl b 2 = 5

From phase 2 :
Xu B 1 - 10
Xu B 2 = 8
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From phase 3 (all integer-feasible combinations):

X l X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volui
3 7 .9090 $64 47 34

8 .9203 71 52 38
4 6 .9289 62 46 32

7 .9471 69 51 36
8 .9580 76 56 40

5 5 .9128 60 45 30
6 .9436 67 50 34
7 .9621 74 55 38

6 5 .9185 65 49 32
6 .9494 72 54 36
7 .9680 79 59 40

7 5 .9207 70 53 34
6 .9518 77 58 38

8 5 .9216 65 57 36
6 .9527 72 62 40

9 5 .9220 70 61 38
10 5 .9221 75 65 40

In phase 4 the output is tailored to the user * s
The feasible solutions are rank ordered in accordance with 
the priorities defined by the user. For purposes of 
example, shown below are the top five combinations that 
would be provided to the user as the highest priority goal 
is changed. In this example, the reliability goal is 
considered concurrently with each of the other goals.
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From phase 4 (Priority 1 = reliability, Priority 2 = cost):

Xi X2 Reliability Cost
6 7 .9680 $79
5 7 .9621 74
4 8 .9580 76
8 6 .9527 82
7 6 .9518 77

From phase 4 (Priority 1 = cost, Priority 2 = reliability):

Xi Xz Cost Reliability
5 5 $60 .9128
4 6 62 .9289
3 7 64 .9090
6 5 65 .9185
5 6 67 .9436

From phase 4 (Priority 1 = weight,Priority 2 = reliability):

Xi X2 Weight Reliability
5 5 45 .9128
4 6 46 .9289
3 7 47 .9090
6 5 49 .9185
5 6 50 .9436
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From phase 4 (Priority 1 = volume,Priority 2 = reliability):

In this particular case, one can see that the top five 
combinations are the same in each instance where one of the 
linear goals has the highest priority. However, none of 
these same combinations is found in the top five listing 
when reliability is the highest priority goal. This ease 
of comparison is useful to the user. If reliability is not 
the highest priority, the user can be assured that any 
choice from a linear top five group will also be a very good 
choice with respect to all linear goals. It should be 
noted, however, that this is not necessarily a general 
result ; the relationship among the goals is determined by 
the problem under study. Providing output that is sorted in 
priority order will assist the user in understanding the 
effects of tradeoffs if the criteria for making the decision 
change.

Xi X2 Volume Reliability
5 5
4 6
6 5
5 6
3 7

30
32
32
34
34

9128
9289
9185
9436
9090
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF INTEGER 
INFEASIBLE SOLUTIONS

Conventional optimization techniques provide the 
user with a solution, if feasible, but generally do not 
have the capability to provide information on suboptimal 
alternatives when an optimal feasible solution is not 
possible. The analysis portion of the algorithm developed 
in this thesis is designed to provide the user with just 
this sort of information. System reliability problems will 
be infeasible because of the restrictions imposed by one or 
more of the linear goals. The converse of this statement is 
also true : system reliability problems will be infeasible 
when the threshold imposed by the reliability goal is too 
high. The exact perspective from which infeasibility is 
viewed is user dependent. Requiring the user to input the 
relative priority of each goal will ensure that the 
algorithm conducts the analysis from the desired 
perspective.

The algorithm shifts to the analysis portion when none 
of the combinations achieve all of the desired goals. The 
objective is to provide the user with the alternative that 
minimizes the violation of the goals. Achieving this
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objective would be quite difficult if it were necessary to 
determine the relative value of a unit of reliability, cost, 
weight, or volume. Therefore, in the input stage of the 
algorithm, the user defines the relative priority of each 
goal. These priorities are used to refine the objective of 
the analysis. The revised objective, which accounts for 
goal priorities, can be stated as follows : provide the user 
with the alternative that minimizes the violation of the 
goals in goal priority order.

Conceptually, this approach is similar to that of goal 
programming. The integer nature of the problem and the fact 
that all possible combinations are known makes this a unique 
application of the concept. This strategy is essentially a 
step-wise sort of the available combinations and is 
described in detail below.

STEP 1 Identify all combinations that meet the highest 
priority goal. Go to step 2.

STEP 2 If the set is empty, determine the combination(s) 
that violates this goal by the smallest amount. 
This is the best alternative. If the set is not 
empty, go to step 3.

STEP 3 If the set from step 2 contains more than one
combination, then the next highest priority goal
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is given the highest priority. Go to step 1. If 
the set from step 2 has only one element, stop ; 
this is the best alternative.

This "best" alternative is provided to the user with an 
explanation of the degree to which any of the goals will be 
violated by its adoption. This information will permit the 
user to identify shortcomings in available assets and the 
"costs," in relative terms, of adopting this "best" 
alternative.

If the reliability goal of example problem 3.1 is 
increased to .97, the result is à problem suitable for 
demonstrating the method of analysis dicussed above.

Reliability: [l-0.4Xl] [l-0.6X2] ^ .97

Cost: $5Xi + $7X2 ^ 90
Weight: 4Xi + 5X2 £ 70
Volume : 2Xi + 4X2 ^ 40 (4.1)

Determine the bounds on each variable :
4 3 X l  <; 6

7 <; X2 £  8
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Check all combinations for feasible solutions.

Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
4 7 .9471 $69 51 36

8 .9580 76 56 40
5 7 .9621 74 55 38

8 .9731 81 60 42
6 7 .9680 79 59 40

8 .9792 86 64 44

None of the combinations achieve all of the required 
goals. Therefore, the problem shifts to the analysis 
portion of the algorithm. For purposes of example, the 
reliability, cost, weight, and volume goals will be given 
priority 1 through 4, respectively.

Step 1: Identify all combinations exceeding the reliability 
threshold.

Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
5 8 .9731 $81 60 42
6 8 .9792 86 64 44

Step 2: The set from step 1 is not empty.
Step 3: Cost becomes the highest priority goal.
Step 1: Identify all combinations that meet the

criteria set by the highest priority goal.
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Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
5 8 .9731 $81 60 42
6 8 .9792 86 64 44

Step 2 : The set from step 1 is not empty.
Step 3: Weight becomes the highest priority goal.
Step 1 : (Result is the same as step 2 above, none of the

combinations violate this new highest priority goal

Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
5 8 .9731 $81 60 42
6 8 .9792 86 64 44

Step 2 : The set from step 1 is not empty.
Step 3: Volume becomes the highest priority goal.
Step 1 : Compute the alternative that violates the highest

priority goal by the least amount.

Xi X2 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
5 8 .9731 $81 60 42

The algorithm has identified the "best" alternative.
If two combinations were to have exceeded the requirements 
of the three highest priority goals and violated the fourth 
goal by an identical amount. Both would have been provided
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to the user with explanations of the "cost" associated with 
adopting either one.

This method is quite robust in its ability to provide 
the user with useful information on the alternative(s) that 
minimize the violation of the goals. If the highest 
priority goal is reliability, however, and none of the 
combinations exceed the minimum level required, then the 
information provided by the analysis is of marginal utility. 
The analysis will not provide the user with information on 
the "cost" of achieving the minimum required level of 
reliability. But, in lieu of providing the user with this 
specific information, the algorithm will provide the user 
with the best available alternative and a recommended course 
of action.

In this specific case, the recommended course of action 
has four steps. First, solve a subset of the problem using 
any of the optimizing techniques discussed in Chapter 2.
This sub-problem is of the form

Minimize :
n2 ci Xi (highest priority linear goal)i = 1

Subject to:

IT (l-PiXi ) ^ R (reliability goal) i = 1
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Second, round each of the X values up to the nearest 
integer and substitute these values back into the objective 
function. The result is the new right-hand side value for 
that goal. Third, solve for the new bounds on the variables 
using only the highest priority goal and the reliability 
goal. Finally, search within these bounds for the 
combination that meets the required reliability and violates 
the highest priority linear goal by the smallest amount.

The above four-step technique may be necessary in only 
one specific case and as such will not be included in the 
algorithm. Nonetheless, this technique will be outlined, in 
text form, to the user in the event that a particular 
problem does meet the necessary criteria.
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Chapter 5 
SOLUTIONS TO SAMPLE 
RELIABILITY PROBLEMS

A generalized computer algorithm, as described in 
Chapters 3 and 4, was developed for a particular class of 
multiple goal nonlinear reliability design problems and is 
presented in Appendix C. The computer algorithm was written 
in standard Pascal and run on a DEC VAX-8600A.

The algorithm is structured into 5 phases : (1) compute
the lower bounds on each variable ; (2 ) compute the upper
bounds on each variable ; (3) compute the reliability* cost,
weight, and volume values for the combinations within the 
bounds ; (4) sort feasible solutions in goal priority order ;
(5) if none of the combinations is feasible, screen 
infeasible combinations by goal priority to determine the 
alternative that violates the goals by the smallest amount.

One should note that the recursive algorithm used in 
phase (3) is of such nature that an extraordinary amount of 
Random Access Memory (RAM) is required to solve large 
problems. A fictitious 5-variable test problem exceeded the 
available RAM when the bounds on all variables were 
artificially set greater than 90 integer positions apart.

The type of reliability problem that this algorithm
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solves is one that includes specific resource/performance 
goals that must be achieved. Unlike standard optimization 
problems that seek to maximize or minimize an objective 
function subject to one or more constraints, this algorithm 
requires that the user be aware of all of the design 
criteria.

This requirement for a priori knowledge of the specific 
bounds governing the design is generally in keeping with 
real world expectations. However, the literature only 
reflects problems formulated in a minimization/maximization 
type of structure. This is to be expected due to the 
nature of most optimizing algorithms. In such case, one may 
convert the problem to the required structure by regarding 
the objective function as the lowest priority design goal 
and assigning to it an appropriate righthand side value.

For purposes of example, problems that are indicative 
of the type imposed by the DOD on civilian contractors have 
been extracted from the literature and solved using this 
algorithm. These problems require the inclusion of 
artificial nonbinding volume goals in order that they might 
satisfy the basic structural requirements of the program. 
First, each problem is solved in its original form and the 
results compared with those of the literature. Then each 
problem is perturbed in such manner that the capability of
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the program to prioritize infeasible combinations can be 
shown.

Four-Variable Problem
This problem is taken from the article published by 

Federowicz and Mazumdar. It depicts a system comprised of 
four parallel type subsystems in series. The original 
problem solved by Federowicz and Mazumdar is comprised of 
only the reliability and cost goals. This problem, in its 
original form, was also solved by Oatney (1987) as a test 
case. In Tillman's book, a version of this problem appears 
with an additional goal ; weight. The addition of this 
particular goal does not affect the problem as the cost goal 
is clearly dominant. Therefore, for purposes of this 
thesis, an additional nonbinding goal, volume, is also added 
to provide the structure necessary to use this program.

The weight and volume goals will not impact on the 
results ; therefore, one might expect that the optimal 
solution found by all of the abovementioned algorithms 
would be the same. Surprisingly, this is not the case. The 
solution attained by Federowicz and Mazumdar is different 
from that computed by Oatney and both are different from the 
solution computed by this program. In fact, this algorithm 
produces three feasible combinations that have higher levels
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of system reliability than either Federowicz and Mazumdar’s 
or Oatney’s result. Table 5.1 depicts the results obtained 
by the program when the system reliability goal is given the 
highest priority. Table 5.2 portrays the best solutions 
obtained by this algorithm, Federowicz and Mazumdar’s, and 
Oatney’s. The problem as solved by the program is shown 
below.

Reliability: [l-0.20Xl][l-0.30X2] [l-0.25X3]

[l-0.15X4j :> .985

Cost: $ 1.2Xi + $2 .3X2 + $3 .4X3 + $4 .5X4 £ $47
Weight: 5Xi + 4X2 + 8X3 + 7X4 £ 120
Volume: 10Xi + 15X2 + 34X3 + 38X4 <: 500
Goal Priority:
Reliability: 1
Budget: 2 
Weight: 3
Volume: 4 (5.1)
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Table 5.1 Four Variable Feasible Combinations

Xl Xz Xa x4 Reliability Cost Weight Volu
5 6 4 3 .9917 $46.90 102 390
4 5 5 3 .9916 46.80 101 399
4 6 4 3 .9904 45.70 97 380
6 5 4 3 .9903 45.80 103 385
5 5 4 3 .9900 44.60 98 375
4 5 4 3 .9887 43.40 93 365
6 4 5 3 .9875 46.90 107 404
5 4 5 3 .9873 45.70 102 394
5 4 4 4 .9872 46.80 101 398
4 4 5 3 .9860 44.50 97 384
4 4 4 4 .9859 45.60 96 388
3 5 5 3 .9853 45.60 96 389
3 5 4 4 .9852 46.70 95 393

Table 5.2 Comparison of Results 
Algorithm_________Thesis_____F&M* Oatney
Reliability
Cost
Xi Value 
Xz Value 
Xa Value 
X* Value

.9917
$46.90

5
6 
4 
3

.9903
$45.80

6
5
4
3

.9887
$43.40

4
5 
4 
3

* Federowicz and Mazumdar
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The value of this type algorithm can be more clearly 
seen when one is confronted with design goals within which 
there are no feasible integer combinations. In such case 
conventional optimizing algorithms just inform the user 
that the problem is infeasible. This program also provides 
the user with the alternative that minimizes, in goal 
priority order, the violation of the design goals. Minor 
perturbations of the goals in problem 5.1 cause the problem 
to become integer-infeasible. This permits one to see the 
impact the relative priority of each goal has on the 
program's selection of the best alternative.

Increase the required system reliability from .985 to 
.995 and solve.

Reliability:[l-.2Xl] [l-.3X2j [l-.25Xa] [l-.15X4j ^ .995

Cost : $1.2Xi + $2.3X2 + $3.4X3 + $4.5X4 ^ 47
Weight : 5X i + 4Xz + 8X3 + 7X4 ^  120

Volume : lOXi + 1ÔX2 + 34X3 + 38X4 £ 500
Goal Priority:
Reliability: 1
Cost : 2
Weight : 3

Volume : 4 (5.2)
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The program provided the following information to the
user.

NONE OF THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS ACHIEVE ALL OF 
THE REQUIRED GOALS. THE BEST ALTERNATIVE(S) BY 
GOAL PRIORITY: 
************************************************

XI X2 X3 X4 Reliability Cost Weight Volume 
6 6 5 3 0.9949 51.50 115 434

THIS ALTERNATIVE VIOLATES:

Reliability Goal by: 0.0001 
Budget Goal by: 4.50
Weight Goal by : 0.00
Volume Goal by : 0.00

The program also recognized that the highest priority goal 
was reliability and that its objective was not reached. 
Therefore, following the specific numeric output, the 
program provided the four steps outlined in Chapter 4 to 
assist the user in finding an integer combination that will 
meet the reliability threshold.

Perturbing problem 5.2 by modifying the relative 
priority of each of the goals happens, by chance, to result
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in the original solution to problem 5.1. The result of this 
perturbation is shown below.

New Priorities:
Reliability : 3 
Budget : 2 
Weight : 1 
Volume : 4

ALGORITHM OUTPUT:
NONE OF THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS ACHIEVE ALL OF 
THE REQUIRED GOALS. THE BEST ALTERNATIVE(S) BY 
GOAL PRIORITY: 
************************************************

XI X2 X3 X4 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
5 6 4 3 0.9917 46.90 102 390

THIS ALTERNATIVE VIOLATES:

Reliability Goal by: 0.0033
Budget Goal by: 0.00
Weight Goal by: 0.00
Volume Goal by: 0.00
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Five Variable Problem
This problem was taken from the book by Tillman, Hwang 

and Kuo. It depicts a system comprised of five parallel 
type subsystems in series. The original problem was in the 
form maximize reliability subject to cost and weight 
constraints. A nonbinding volume constraint was added to 
the problem to provide the structure required by this 
algorithm. A minimum reliability threshold, less than the 
optimum, was selected, thereby, converting the objective 
function into a goal. The result is a problem that is 
structurally correct. Table 5.3 depicts the feasible 
combinations, in goal priority order, computed by the 
algorithm. The problem is shown below.

Reliability:[l-0.2Xl] [l-O.15X2] [l-0.1X3J

Cost : 7X i + 7X2 + SXa + 9X4 + 4Xs £ 100
Weight : 7X i + 8X2 + 8X3 + 6X4 + 9Xs £  104

Volume : 6X1 + 7X2 + 4X3 + 8X4 + 4Xs £  120
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Goal Priority:
Reliability: 1 
Budget : 2 
Weight : 3
Volume : 4 (5.3)

Table 5.3 Five Variable Feasible Combinations

Xl x2 x3 x4 X5 Reliability Cost Weight Volume

3 2 2 4 3 .9308 $93 104 84
2 2 2 5 3 .9097 95 103 86

3 2 2 3 3 .9045 84 98 76
3 3 2 4 2 .9038 96 103 87
2 2 2 4 3 .9008 86 97 78

Increase the reliability requirement from .90 to .94, 
change the relative priorities of the goals and solve.
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Reliability: [l-0.2Xl] [l-0.15X2] [l-O.lX3j

[l-0.35X4] [l-0.25X5] ^ .94

Cost : 7Xi + 7Xz + SXa + 9X4 + 4Xs 100

Weight : 7Xi + 8X2 + 8X3 + 6X4 + 9Xs 104
Volume : 6X1 + 7X2 + 4Xa + 8X4 + 4Xs 120

Goal Priority:
Reliability: 3 
Budget : 2 
Weight: 4
Volume: 1 (5.4)

This revised problem is integer-infeasible therefore 
the program will provide the best available alternative. 
ALGORITHM OUTPUT:

NONE OF THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS ACHIEVE ALL OF 
THE REQUIRED GOALS. THE BEST ALTERNATIVE(S) BY 
GOAL PRIORITY: 
****************************************************

XI X2 X3 X4 X5 Reliability Cost Weight Volume
3 3 2 4 3 0.9490 100 112 91
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THIS ALTERNATIVE VIOLATES:

Reliability Goal by: 0.00
Budget Goal by: 0.00
Weight Goal by: 8.00
Volume Goal by: 0.00

Conclusions
In this era of rapidly improving technology and limited 

economic growth, many industries are unable to invest the 
capital necessary to fully exploit new advances. In 
healthier economic times, new technology could be easily 
translated into the design and manufacture of new major 
systems, such as airframes or ships. In such case, when the 
design of a system is done from scratch, reliability 
problems may be only constrained by cost. However, today 
the design and building of new major systems to take 
advantage of improved technologies in subsytems is cost 
prohibitive. Therefore, decision makers recognize the 
benefit of refitting existing main systems with new 
subsystems that include the desired level of technology.

The result is the requirement that engineers design 
subsystems that meet the original reliability and budget 
goals and also meet the additional space and weight
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constraints dictated by the design of the major system.
This algorithm, as written, permits the use of three linear 
constraints (goals) and could be modified to permit the 
insertion of "n" linear goals. The number of variables is 
limited only by the virtual memory space of the computer 
used to solve the problems.

The strength of this algorithm lies in its goal 
programming approach to determining the best alternative. 
When the problem is integer-feasible the algorithm provides 
the user with all possible integer-feasible solutions.
These solutions are presented in goal priority order. 
Therefore, the user may tailor the output to meet priorities 
that are not normally included in a standard problem 
statement.

Goal programming relies on the concept that violating a 
lower priority goal will have an order of magnitude less 
impact than violating the next higher priority goal. 
Therefore, when a problem is infeasible the algorithm 
provides the user with the best alternative available given 
the relative priorities assigned by the user. This 
immediately provides the user with information on the 
specific additional resources necessary to fulfill the 
requirement.

One area not fully explored is the possibility of
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permitting the user to input absolute costs associated with 
violating each specific goal. This would permit the 
algorithm to determine the best alternative by choosing the 
combination with the minimum "cost.” The addition of such 
capability would require that the user be intimately 
familiar with local cost estimation procedures and it would 
be application specific.

Another important area for further research is that of 
expanding the algorithm to include additional nonlinear 
goals. Often the weight or cost equations can be more 
accurately depicted in a nonlinear fashion. Therefore, a 
technique to bound the variables when the structure includes 
one or more nonlinear "cost" type goals would be of great 
benefit.

The main contribution of this thesis is provision of 
a simple-to-use, generalized algorithm for optimally solving 
a large class of multiple goal nonlinear reliability 
problems. In addition, the algorithm provides the user with 
useful information about the marginal benefit of available 
resources when the problem is not integer-feasible.
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Appendix A 
PROGRAM FLOWCHART

Ç START )

USER INPUT

COMPUTE 
LONER BOUNDS

YES

UPPER BOUNDS

COMPUTE VALUES
NO FOR ALL

COMBINATIONS

SORT FEASIBLE 
COMBINATIONS 

IN GOAL PRIORITY 
 ORDER

YES FEASIBLE

SCREEN IN 
GOAL PRIORITY 

ORDER

INFEASIBLE
PROBLEM
STRUCTURE

FEASIBLE 
COMBINATIONS 
IN PRIORITY 
ORDER

BEST
ALTERNATIVE

)
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Appendix B 
PROGRAM PSEUDOCODE

program REL;
INITIALIZE VARIABLES;
for i := 1 to NUMBER of VARIABLES

In (1-Reliability)solve for LOWER BOUNDS using: Xi ^ In P[failure]
for i := 1 to NUMBER of VARIABLES

for j := 1 to NUMBER of LINEAR GOALS
substitute LOWER BOUNDS into all Xk (i^k) and solve 
for Xi UPPER BOUND for GOAL j;

Xi UPPER BOUND := trunc(min[Xi ,for all j]);
COMPUTEVALUES {This procedure recursively creates a 

record for each permutation of the variables 
within the established bounds. It computes the 
respective RHS values for each goal and adds each 
record to either the FEASIBLE or INFEASIBLE list.}

if FEASIBLE list <> nil then
sort feasible solutions by highest priority goal;
PRINT sorted list, END

else
repeat

screen INFEASIBLE list by highest priority goal; 
create list containing records of combinations 

achieving this goal; 
if new list <> nil then

increment priority for screening 
else

search old list for record violating highest 
priority goal by smallest amount;

PRINT this BEST ALTERNATIVE, END 
until END

end.
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Appendix C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SOLVING MULTIPLE 

GOAL RELIABILITY PROBLEMS 
USING STANDARD PASCAL

The program developed for this thesis is designed to 
run on any computer that has a standard Pascal compiler.
For purposes of this thesis the program was compiled and run 
on a DEC VAX-8600A using VMS. The program is limited, as 
written, to no more than ten variables. However, minor 
modifications to the array specifications will provide the 
user with the capacity to run programs having as many 
variables as desired.

To run the program, it must be loaded into the computer 
and compiled into executable form. The program can then be 
run by typing 'RUN REL'. The program is designed to be user 
interactive. Once the program is running, the program will 
ask the user for all of the necessary input. Appendix D 
depicts a sample computer run.

The computer algorithm for solving multiple goal 
reliability problems is listed below.
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************************************************* 
* *
* Jeffery G. Wilkinson *
* *
* T-3416 *
* *
* Algorithm For Solving Multiple Goal *
* *
* Reliability Problems *
* * 
*************************************************

program REL (input,output);
label 1 ;
type

GRHS = array [1..4] of real ;
INPT = array [1..10] of real ;
BOUNDS = array [1..10] of integer ; 
PRIORITY = array [1..4] of integer ; 
BOUNDSET = array [1..3] of integer ; 
NEXTRECORD = "COMBINATION; 
COMBINATION = record

VALUES : BOUNDS ;
RHS : array [1..4] of real ; 
NEXT ; NEXTRECORD

end;
LISTING = "RECORDS;
RECORDS = record

FIRST, LAST : NEXTRECORD;
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TOTAL : integer
end;

var
FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE : LISTING; 
COST, WT, VOL, PF : INPT;
VALUE, LB, UB : BOUNDS;
GOALPRIORITY : PRIORITY;
GOALRHS : GRHS;
i, j, k, 1, m, n, NUMBER : integer ;

||FEASIBLE : POINTER TO THE LINKED LIST CONTAINING THE ||
II FEASIBLE COMBINATIONS. ||
jj INFEASIBLE : POINTER TO THE LINKED LIST CONTAINING THE jj
II COMBINATIONS THAT ARE NOT FEASIBLE. jj
|| COST : ARRAY CONTAINING THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE jj
II VARIABLES IN THE BUDGET GOAL. jj
|| WT : ARRAY CONTAINING THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE jj
II VARIABLES IN THE WEIGHT GOAL. jj
|| VOL : ARRAY CONTAINING THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE jj
II VARIABLES IN THE VOLUME GOAL. jj
l|PF : ARRAY CONTAINING THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE jj
II OF EACH VARIABLE. |j
|| VALUE : ARRAY CONTAINING THE VARIABLE VALUES FOR A jj
II COMBINATION. jj
II LB : ARRAY CONTAINING THE LOWER BOUNDS ON EACH jj
II VARIABLE. jj
||UB ; ARRAY CONTAINING THE UPPER BOUNDS ON EACH jj
II VARIABLE. ||
|| GOALPRIORITY : ARRAY CONTAINING THE RELATIVE PRIORITY OF jj
II EACH GOAL. jj
|| GOALRHS : ARRAY CONTAING THE RIGHTHAND SIDE VALUE OFjj
II ALL GOALS. jj
||i, j, k, n : COUNTERS. ||
|| NUMBER : INTEGER VARIABLE CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF jj
II VARIABLES IN THE PROBLEM. jj

procedure INITIALIZE (var COST, WT, VOL, PF : INPT;
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var GOALRHS : GRHS;
var GOALPRIORITY : PRIORITY;
var FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE : LISTING);

|| THIS PROCEDURE INTERACTIVELY OBTAINS THE INITIAL DATA ON|| 
||********** EACH OF THE GOALS FROM THE USER. ************* jj
label 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18;
var

i, j : integer ;
ANS : char ;

H***************** i, j ; COUNTERS. **********************|| 
jj**** ANS : CHARACTER VARIABLE FOR THE (Y/N) REPLYS. ****jj
begin {INITIALIZE}
1: writeln (’Please input the probability of failure

of each *);
writeln (* component, in order, starting with item 

#!,’);
writeln ('followed by a <CR>.');
readln (PF[1]);
for i := 2 to NUMBER do
begin

writeln ('Item 
readln (PF[i])

end;
writeln ('The probability of failure for each item
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is:');
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

writeln ('Item #',i: 1,' = ',PF[i]: 4 : 3);
2: writeln ('Are these values correct? Enter (Y/N)');

readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 1 
else if ANS <> 'Y* then goto 2;

3: writeln ('Please input the required level of
system'); 

writeln ('reliability.'); 
readln (GOALRHS[1]);
writeln ('The required system reliability is ', 

GOALRHS[1]: 5 : 4);
4: writeln ('Is this correct? Enter (Y/N)');
In (ANS);

if ANS = 'N' then goto 3 

else if ANS <> 'Y' then goto 4;
5: writeln ('Input the cost of each component,

in order,'); 
writeln ('starting with item #1, followed by a 

<CR>.»); 
readln (C0ST[1]); 
for i := 2 to NUMBER do 
begin
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writeln (7 Item 
readln (COST[i])

end;
writeln ('The cost coefficients for each item:'); 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

writeln ('Item #’,i: 1,' = ',COST[i]: 6 : 2); 
writeln ('Are all of the values correct?

Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 5 
else if ANS <> 'Y* then goto 6;
writeln ('Input the total budget available :'); 
readln (GOALRHS[2]);
writeln ('The available budget is ',

GOALRHS[2]: 10:2); 
writeln ('Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N ' then goto 7 
else if ANS <> 'Y* then goto 8; 
writeln ('Input the weight of each component, 

in order,'); 
writeln ('starting with item #1, followed by a 

<CR>.'); 
readln (WT[1]);
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for i := 2 to NUMBER do 
begin

writeln (1 Item #’,i: 1,* ?’); 
readln (WT[i])

end ;
writeln ('The weight of each item:1); 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

writeln ('Item #',i: 1,' = ',WT[i]: 6 : 2); 
10: writeln ('Are all of the values correct?

Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N ' then goto 9 
else if ANS <> 'Y* then goto 10;

11: writeln ('Input the total weight available :');
readln (GOALRHS[3]);
writeln ('The available weight is ',

GOALRHS[3]: 10:2);
12: writeln ('Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)');

readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 11 
else if ANS <> 'Y' then goto 12;

13: writeln ('Input the volume of each component,
in order,'); 

writeln ('starting with item #1, followed by a
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14:

15:

16:

17 :

<CR> ; 

readln (VOL[1]); 
for i := 2 to NUMBER do 
begin

writeln ('Item #',i: 1,'? *); 
readln (VOL[i])

end;
writeln ('The volume of each item:'); 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

writeln ('Item #',i: 1,' = ',VOL[i]: 6 : 2); 
writeln ('Are all of the values correct?

Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 13 
else if ANS <> 'Y' then goto 14; 
writeln ('Input the total volume available :'); 
readln (GOALRHS[4]);
writeln ('The available volume is ',

GOALRHS[4]: 10:2); 
writeln ('Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 15 
else if ANS <> 'Y' then goto 16; 
writeln ('Please input the relative priority
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18:

of each of *)Î 
writeln (* the four goals on a scale of 1 => 4, 

do not use the’); 
writeln ('same priority number more than one time'); 
writeln ('Reliability:?'); 
readln (GOALPRIORITY[1]); 
writeln ('Cost:?'); 
readln (GOALPRIORITY[2]); 
writeln ('Weight:?'); 
readln (GOALPRIORITY[3]); 
writeln ('Volume:?'); 
readln (GOALPRIORITY[4]);
writeln ('The priority of the goals are as 

follows :');
writeln ('Reliability: ',GOALPRIORITY[1]: 1);
writeln (’Cost: ',GOALPRIORITY[2]: 1);
writeln ('Weight: ',GOALPRIORITY[3]: 1); 
writeln (’Volume: ',GOALPRIORITY[4]: 1);
writeln;
writeln ('Are these priority values correct?

Enter (Y/N)'); 
readln (ANS); 
if ANS = 'N' then goto 17 
else if ANS <> 'Y' then goto 18;
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new(FEASIBLE);
FEASIBLE".FIRST := nil;
FEASIBLE".LAST := nil;
FEASIBLE".TOTAL := 0; 
new(INFEASIBLE);
INFEASIBLE".FIRST := nil;
INFEASIBLE".LAST := nil;
INFEASIBLE".TOTAL := 0;
writeln (* STANDBY, COMPUTING BOUNDS ON VARIABLES') 

end; {INITIALIZE}

procedure LOWER (var LB : BOUNDS ; REL : real ; PF : INPT);
||THIS PROCEDURE COMPUTES THE LOWER BOUNDS ON EACH VARIABLE || 
var

i : integer ; 
begin {LOWER}

for i := 1 to NUMBER do 
begin

LB[i] := trunc(In(1.0 - REL) / ln(PF[i])) + 1
end;
writeln ('The lower bounds on each variable:');
for i := 1 to NUMBER do
begin

writeln ('X ',i: 1,' = ',LB[i]: 1)
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end
end; {LOWER}

procedure COMPUTESET (var X : BOUNDS; COEFF : INPT;
RHS : real ; LB : BOUNDS);

||THIS PROCEDURE COMPUTES THE LOWER BOUND ON EACH VARIABLE || 
jj************** WITH RESPECT TO EACH GOAL. *************** jj
var

i, j : integer;
TEMP : real ; 

begin {COMPUTESET}
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 
begin

TEMP := 0.0;
for j  := 1 to NUMBER do
begin

if j <> i then
TEMP := TEMP + (COEFF[j]*LB[j])

end;
X[i] := trunc((RHS - TEMP) / COEFF[i])

end
end; {COMPUTESET}

procedure UPPER (var UB : BOUNDS; COST, WT, VOL : INPT;
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GOALRHS : GRHS; LB : BOUNDS);
||** THIS PROCEDURE DETERMINES THE UPPER BOUNDS ON EACH ***|| 
||*********************** VARIABLE. ***********************||

var
i, j, TEMP : integer ;

XW, XV : BOUNDS ;

II** XC, XW, XV : ARRAYS CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS ON EACH **|| 
||******* VARIABLE WITH RESPECT TO COST, WEIGHT AND ******* jj 
jj ******************** VOLUME GOALS . ********************** jj
begin

COMPUTESET (XC, COST, GOALRHS[2], LB);
COMPUTESET (XW, WT, GOALRHS[3], LB);
COMPUTESET (XV, VOL, GOALRHS[4], LB);
TEMP := MAXINT ; 
writeln;
writeln (* The upper bounds on each variable :’);
for i := 1 to NUMBER do
begin

if XC[i] < TEMP then
TEMP := XC[i]; 

if XW[i] < TEMP then
TEMP := XW[i]; 

if XV[i] < TEMP then
TEMP := XV[i];

UB[i] := TEMP ;
writeln ('X',i:l,' = ’,UB[i]:l);
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TEMP := MAXINT
end;
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 
begin

if UB[i] < LB[i] then

||*** IF THE UPPER BOUND ON A VARIABLE IS LESS THAN THE ****|| 
||* LOWER BOUND THEN THE SYSTEM IS STRUCTURALLY INFEASIBLE *||

begin
writeln (’System of goals has an 

infeasible'); 
writeln (* structure. One item's lower 

bound*);
writeln ('is greater than its upper 

bound.*);
goto 1

end
end

end; (UPPER)

procedure COMPUTEVALUES (VALUE : BOUNDS ; var FEASIBLE,
INFEASIBLE : LISTING; COST, WT,
VOL, PF : INPT; GOALRHS : GRHS);

|| THIS PROCEDURE COMPUTES THE VALUES, WITH RESPECT TO EACH || 
II** GOAL, OF ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS AND STORES EACH AS *|| 
jj******** EITHER A FEASIBLE OR INFEASIBLE RECORD. ********* jj
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var
TEMPR,TEMPO,TEMPW,TEMPV : real ; 
FEAS : boolean ;
TEMPRECORD : "COMBINATION;

|| TEMPR :TEMPORARY VARIABLE CONTAINING THE RELIABILITY VALUE ||
|| TEMPO BUDGET
|| TEMPW . Vf ft ft WEIGHT
|| TEMPV • ft ft «V VOLUME
|| FEAS : BOOLEAN VARIABLE (true/false) BASED ON FEASIBLITY ||
II OF A COMBINATION. II|| TEMPRECORD : POINTS TO A RECORD UNTIL IT IS ADDED TO THE ||
II PROPER LINKED LIST. II

begin
FEAS := true;
TEMPR := 1.0;
TEMPO := 0.0;
TEMPW := 0.0;
TEMPV := 0.0; 
new(TEMPRECORD);
TEMPRECORD".NEXT := nil; 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 

H****** COMPUTE THE RELIABILITY OF THIS COMBINATION. ******||
TEMPR := TEMPR * (1.0 - (exp(VALUE[i] * 

ln(PF[i])));
TEMPRECORD".RHS[1] := TEMPR; 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do
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H********* COMPUTE THE COST OF THIS COMBINATION. **********||
TEMPC := TEMPO + <COST[i] * VALUE[i]); 

TEMPRECORD~.RHS[2] := TEMPC; 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 

U * * * * * * * *  COMPUTE THE WEIGHT OF THIS COMBINATION. *********||
TEMPW := TEMPW + (WT[i] * VALUE[i]); 

TEMPRECORD~.RHS[3] := TEMPW; 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 

H******** COMPUTE THE VOLUME OF THIS COMBINATION. *********||
TEMPV := TEMPV + (VOL[i] * VALUE[i])î 

TEMPRECORDA.RHS[4] := TEMPV; 
for i := 1 to NUMBER do 

H***** RECORD THE VARIABLE VALUES OF THIS COMBINATION. ****||
TEMPRECORDA.VALUES[i] := VALUE[i];

if ( TEMPRECORD''. RHS [ 1 j < GOALRHS [ 1 ] ) or 
(TEMPRECORD".RHS[2] > GOALRHS[2]) or 
(TEMPRECORD".RHS[3] > GOALRHS[3]) or 
(TEMPRECORDA.RHS[4] > GOALRHS[4]) then 
FEAS := false ;

H***** CHECK IF THE COMBINATION SATISFIES ALL GOALS. ******||
if FEAS then

||**** IF ALL GOALS ARE SATISFIED ADD TO FEASIBLE LIST. ****||
begin

if FEASIBLEA.LAST <> nil then
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begin
FEASIBLE".LAST".NEXT := TEMPRECORD; 
FEASIBLE".LAST := TEMPRECORD

end
else
begin

FEASIBLE".FIRST := TEMPRECORD; 
FEASIBLE".LAST := TEMPRECORD

end;
TEMPRECORD := nil;
FEASIBLE".TOTAL := FEASIBLE".TOTAL + 1

end
else

II** IF ALL GOALS ARE NOT SATISFIED ADD TO INFEASIBLE LIST *|| 
begin

if INFEASIBLE".LAST <> nil then 
begin

INFEASIBLE".LAST".NEXT := TEMPRECORD; 
INFEASIBLE".LAST := TEMPRECORD

end
else
begin

INFEASIBLE".FIRST := TEMPRECORD; 
INFEASIBLE".LAST := TEMPRECORD
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end;
TEMPRECORD := nil;
INFEASIBLE".TOTAL := INFEASIBLE".TOTAL + 1

end
end ; {COMPUTEVALUES}

procedure CHECKCOMBS (LB, UB : BOUNDS ; LOOPS : integer ;
var VALUE : BOUNDS; var FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE : 
LISTING; COST, WT, VOL, PF : INPT; GOALRHS : 
GRHS);

H***** THIS PROCEDURE RECURSIVELY CHECKS ALL POSSIBLE ****«|| 
II*** COMBINATIONS TO DETERMINE THOSE THAT ARE FEASIBLE. ***||
var

i, j : integer ; 
begin {CHECKCOMBS}

for i := LB[LOOPS] to UB[LOOPS] do 
begin

VALUE[LOOPS] := i;
1 then

||**** IF ALL VARIABLE VALUES FOR THIS COMBINATION HAVE ****|| 
||**** NOT BEEN DETERMINED THEN RECURSE ONE MORE LEVEL. ****||

CHECKCOMBS (LB, UB, LOOPS - 1, VALUE,
FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE, COST, WT,
VOL, PF, GOALRHS)
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else

||**** IF ALL VARIABLE VALUES FOR THIS COMBINATION HAVE ****|| 
jj************** BEEN DETERMINED THEN SOLVE. ***************||

COMPUTEVALUES (VALUE, FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE,
COST, WT, VOL, PF, GOALRHS)

end
end; {CHECKCOMBS}

procedure FSORT (LIST : LISTING; GOALPRIORITY : PRIORITY);

|| THIS PROCEDURE CHANGES THE DATA STRUCTURE OF THE FEASIBLE jj 
||**** LINKED LIST INTO AN ARRAY TYPE STRUCTURE . THIS * * ? * t jj 
jj** FACILITATES SORTING THE RECORDS. THIS PROCEDURE ALSO *j| 
jj DETERMINES THE GOAL BY WHICH THE SORT WILL BE CONDUCTED. jj
type

INFO = record
VALUES : BOUNDS;
RHS : array [1..4] of real

end;
SOLUTIONS = array [1..1000] of INFO;

var
SOLSET : SOLUTIONS;
TEMP : ACOMBINATION;
NUM, i, j : integer ;
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HSOLSET : ARRAY CONTAINING RECORDS OF ALL OF THE FEASIBLE 
|| COMBINATIONS.
jj TEMP : A POINTER TO THE NEXT RECORD ON THE LIST TO BE
jj ADDED TO THE ARRAY SOLSET.
jj NUM : THE POSITION IN THE ARRAY IN WHICH TO ADD THE 
|| NEXT RECORD.

procedure FPRINT (SOLSET : SOLUTIONS ; NUM : integer);

H * * * * *  THIS SUB-PROCEDURE OF FSORT PRINTS THE SORTED ******|| 
jj******************* FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS. ****************** jj
var

i, j, k : integer ; 
begin (FPRINT) 

writeln;
writeln ('FEASIBLE INTEGER SOLUTIONS IN');
writeln (' GOAL PRIORITY ORDER’);
writeln (# ****************************** *);
writeln;
write (' ');
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

write (' X ' ,i : 1,' ');

writeln ('RELIABILITY COST WEIGHT VOLUME'); 
writeln;
if GOALPRIORITY[1] = 1 then
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***** IF RELIABILITY HAS HIGHEST PRIORITY THEN PRINT *»***|| 
******************* HIGHEST TO LOWEST. *******************jj

begin
for i:= NUM downto 1 do 
begin

for j := 1 to NUMBER do
write (* *,SOLSET[i].VALUES[j]: 2,* ');

write (’ *,SOLSET[i].RHS[1]:5:4,, *);

write (SOLSET[i].RHS[2]: 6 : 2); 
write (' *,SOLSET[i].RHS[3]:5:2,» ’);
writeln (SOLSET[i].RHS[4]: 6 : 2)

end
end
else

******* IF A LINEAR GOAL HAS HIGHEST PRIORITY THEN *******j| 
**************** PRINT LOWEST TO HIGHEST. **************** jj

begin
for i:= 1 to NUM do 
begin

for j := 1 to NUMBER do
write (' ',S0LSET[i].VALUES[j]:2,' '); 

write (’ ’,SOLSET[i].RHS[1]:5:4,’ •);

write (SOLSET[i].RHS[2]: 6: 2);
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write (• * ,SOLSET[i].RHS[3]: 5 : 2,’ '); 
writeln (SOLSET[i].RHS[4]: 6 : 2)

end
end

end; {FPRINT}

procedure QSORT (var DATA : SOLUTIONS; INDEX, START,
FINISH : integer);

|| THIS SUB-PROCEDURE OF FSORT SORTS THE ARRAY OF FEASIBLE * 
jj************ RECORDS IN GOAL PRIORITY ORDER. *************
var

TEMP : INFO ;
STARTERVALUE : real;
LEFT, RIGHT : integer ; 

begin {QSORT}
LEFT := START;
RIGHT := FINISH;
STARTERVALUE := DATA[(START + FINISH)div 2]

.RHS[INDEX];
repeat

while DATA[LEFT].RHS[INDEX] < STARTERVALUE do 
LEFT := LEFT + 1; 

while STARTERVALUE < DATA[RIGHT].RHS[INDEX] do
RIGHT := RIGHT - 1;
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if LEFT <= RIGHT then 
begin

TEMP := DATA[LEFT];
DATA[LEFT] := DATA[RIGHT];
DATA[RIGHT] := TEMP;
LEFT := LEFT + 1 ;
RIGHT ;= RIGHT - 1

end
until RIGHT <= LEFT;
if START < RIGHT then QSORT(DATA,INDEX,START,RIGHT); 
if LEFT < FINISH then QSORT(DATA,INDEX,LEFT,FINISH) 

end; {QSORT}

begin {FSORT}
TEMP := LIST".FIRST;
NUM := LIST".TOTAL;
i : = 1 ;
repeat

for j ;= 1 to NUMBER do
SOLSET[i].VALUES[j] := TEMP".VALUES[j]; 

SOLSET[i].RHS := TEMP".RHS; 
i ; = i + 1 ;
TEMP := TEMP".NEXT 

until TEMP = nil;

ARTHUR LAfæSUBmEï 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MIMES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 804#
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i : = 1 ;
while GOALPRIORITY[i] <> 1 do 

i : = i + 1 ;

||St FIND THE HIGHEST PRIORITY GOAL AND SEND ITS LOCATION **|| 
II****************** TO THE SORT ROUTINE. ****************** jj

case i of
1: QSORT(SOLSET, 1, 1, NUM);
2: QSORT(SOLSET, 2, 1, NUM);
3: QSORT(SOLSET, 3, 1, NUM);
4: QSORT(SOLSET, 4, 1, NUM)
end;
FPRINT (SOLSET, NUM) 

end; {FSORT}

procedure INFSORT (INFEASIBLE : LISTING; GOALPRIORITY :
PRIORITY; GOALRHS : GRHS);

|| THIS PROCEDURE SENDS THE INFEASIBLE COMBINATIONS TO THE || 
||SCREENING PROCEDURE FOR SCREENING IN GOAL PRIORITY ORDER. || 
type

SOL = array [ 1 . . 1 0 0 ]  of NEXTRECORD;
ARY = array [ 1 . . 6 ]  of LISTING;

var
INFARY : ARY;
FINISHED, i, j, k : integer ;
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HIPRIRELI : boolean ;

INFARY

FINISHED
i
Jk

HIPRIRELI

AN ARRAY OF LINKED LISTS EACH THE RESULT OF 
SCREENING THE PREVIOUS LIST BY THE NEXT HIGHER 
PRIORITY GOAL.
A SWITCH TO TELL THE PROGRAM WHEN IT IS DONE. 
THE GOAL NUMBER TO SCREEN BY.
THE POSITION OF THE LIST TO BE SCREENED.
THE PRIORITY LEVEL TO BE SCREENED.
A BOOLEAN TO TELL THE PROGRAM IF IT STOPPED 
AT THE FIRST LEVEL WHILE SCREENING BY 
RELIABILITY. IF SO, AN ADDITIONAL MESSAGE 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE OUTPUT.

procedure INFSCREEN (var INFARY : ARY; j, i, k : integer ;
var FINISHED : integer ; GOALRHS : GRHS; 
var HIPRIRELI : boolean);

|| THIS SUB-PROCEDURE OF INFSORT SCREENS THE LINKED LIST OF|| 
||*** POSSIBLE CHOICES TO DETERMINE THOSE THAT MEET THE * * * jj 
II*** CRITERIA OF THE GOAL CURRENTLY HAVING THE HIGHEST ***jj 
jj *********************** PRIORITY. *********************** jj
var

TEMPI : NEXTRECORD;
TEMP : real ; 
n : integer;
SOLNS : SOL;

procedure INFPRINT (SOLNS : SOL ; n : integer ; GOALRHS
GRHS; HIPRIRELI : boolean);
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H*** THIS SUB-PROCEDURE OF INFSCREEN PRINTS THE * BEST * ***|| 
||ALTERNATIVE( S ) FROM THE AVAILABLE INFEASIBLE COMBINATIONS||
var

i, j, k : integer ;

procedure RELIPRINT;

|| THIS SUB-PROCEDURE OF INFPRINT PRINTS INSTRUCTIONS TO THE|| 
||* USER THAT WILL ASSIST THE USER WITH STEPS TO TAKE THAT *|j 
|| WILL MODIFY THE PROBLEM IN THE EVENT THAT RELIABILITY IS || 
||* THE HIGHEST PRIORITY GOAL AND NONE OF THE COMBINATIONS *|| 
jj «***«*« ACHIEVE THE MINIMUM RELIABILITY THRESHOLD. ******* jj
begin {RELIPRINT}

writeln;
writeln ('Reliability is the highest priority goal'); 
writeln ('and none of the possible combinations meet'); 
writeln ('the minimum reliability threshold. If the ’) 
writeln ('minimum level of reliability must be met,'); 
writeln ('may I suggest the following :'); 
writeln;
writeln (* Step #1. Solve the sub-problem, minimize ');
writeln ('the highest priority linear goal subject ');
writeln ('to the reliability "constraint".');
writeln ('(Use any available');
writeln ('nonlinear programming algorithm)');
writeln;
writeln ('Step #2. Round the X values up to the ');
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writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln; 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln;

. writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 

end; {RELIPRINT}

'nearest integer value and substitute these’); 
’integer solutions back into the highest’); 
’priority linear goal.’);
’The result is the new righthand side for’);
’that goal.’);

’Step #3. Solve for the new bounds on the’); 
’variables using only the reliability goal’); 
’and the highest linear goal.’);

’Step #4. Search within these new bounds’); 
’for the combination that meets the’); 
’reliability threshold and violates the’); 
’highest priority linear goal by the ’);
’the minimum amount.’);

begin {INFPRINT} 
writeln;
writeln (’NONE OF THE FEASIBLE INTEGER 

COMBINATIONS’); 
writeln (’ ACHIEVE ALL OF THE REQUIRED GOALS’); 
writeln (’ BEST ALTERNATIVE(S) BY GOAL PRIORITY:’);
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writeln ( ’**************************************’);
writeln;
write (' *);
for i := 1 to NUMBER do

write (’X ’,i: 1,’ ’);
writeln ('RELIABILITY COST WEIGHT VOLUME'); 
writeln;
for i := 1 to n do 
begin

for j := 1 to NUMBER do
write (' ’,SOLNS[iV.VALUES[j]:2,' ');

write ( ' ' , SOLNS [ iT. RHS [1] :5:4, ' ');
write (SOLNS[i]".RHS[2]: 6 : 2); 
write (' ',S0LNS[i]A.RHS[3]:5:2,’ ');
writeln (SOLNS[i]A.RHS[4]:6:2); 
writeln;
writeln ('This alternative violates: ');
writeln ('==========================');
writeln;
write ('RELIABILITY GOAL by: ');
if GOALRHS[1] > SOLNS[i]".RHS[1] then

writeln (GOALRHS[1]-SOLNS[i]".RHS[1]: 5 : 4) 
else

writeln ('0.00');
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write (’BUDGET GOAL by: ');
if SOLNS[i]A.RHS[2] > GOALRHS[2] then

writeln (SOLNS[i]~.RHS[2]-GOALRHS[2]:5:2) 
else

writeln (' 0.00'); 
write ('WEIGHT GOAL by: ');
if SOLNS[i]A.RHS[3] > GOALRHS[3] then

writeln (SOLNS[i K .RHS[3]-GOALRHS[3]:5:2) 
else

writeln (' 0.00'); 
write ('VOLUME GOAL by: ');
if SOLNS[i]^.RHS[4] > GOALRHS[4] then

writeln (SOLNS[i]A.RHS[4]-GOALRHS[4]: 5 : 2) 
else

writeln (' 0.00');
writeln

end ;
if HIPRIRELI then RELIPRINT 

end; {INFPRINT}

begin {INFSCREEN} 
n : = 1 ;
TEMPI := INFARY[j]^.FIRST ; 
new (INFARYfj+1]);
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if i <> 1 then
||** IF THE GOAL TO SCREEN BY IS NOT THE RELIABILITY GOAL. *||

begin
repeat

j|******** find a combination that MEETS THE GOAL. *********11
if TEMPI^.RHS[i] <= GOALRHS[i] then 
begin

INFARY[j+1]".TOTAL := 1;
INFARYfj + 1]".FIRST := TEMPI ; 
INFARYfj+1]".LAST := TEMPI; 
TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT;
INFARYfj+1]".LAST".NEXT := nil

end
else TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT 

until (INFARYfj+1]".TOTAL = 1) or 
(TEMPI = nil);

if INFARYfj+1]".TOTAL = 1 then 
H***** if A COMBINATION THAT MEETS THE GOAL IS FOUND. ***«*||

begin
repeat

H***** SEARCH THE LIST TO FIND ALL OTHERS MEETING THIS ****|| 
jj************************* GOAL. **************************||

if TEMPI".RHSfi] <= GOALRHS[i] then
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begin
INFARYfj+1]TOTAL :=

INFARYfj+1]TOTAL + 1; 
INFARYfj+1]".LAST".NEXT :=

TEMPI ;
INFARYfj+1]".LAST := TEMPI;
TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT;
INFARYfj+1]".LAST".NEXT := nil

end
else TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT 

until TEMPI = nil
end
else

||*** IF NO COMBINATION MEETS THIS GOAL THEN FIND THE ONE **|| 
||******** THAT VIOLATES IT BY THE SMALLEST AMOUNT. ******** jj

begin
TEMPI := INFARYfj]".FIRST;
TEMP := TEMPI".RHSfi] - GOALRHS[i];
SOLNS [1] := TEMPI;
TEMP1 := TEMP1".NEXT ; 
if TEMPI <> nil then 
begin

repeat
if TEMP1".RHS[i]-GOALRHS f i] <
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TEMP then
begin

n : = 1 ;
TEMP :=TEMP1~.RHS[i]-GOALRHS[i]; 
SOLNS[n] := TEMPI 

end ;
if TEMPV.RHS[i]-GOALRHS[i] = TEMP 
then begin

n : = n + 1 ;
SOLNS[n] := TEMPI

end;
TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT 

until TEMPI = nil;
INFPRINT (SOLNS, n, GOALRHS,

HIPRIRELI);

H************ PRINT THE COMBINATION VIOLATING *************|| 
jj************ THIS GOAL BY THE SMALLEST AMOUNT. ***********||

FINISHED := 1
H************ TELL THE PROGRAM IT IS FINISHED. ************||

end
end

end
else

H********** IF THE GOAL IS THE RELIABILITY GOAL. **********||
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begin
repeat

||******** FIND A COMBINATION THAT MEETS THIS GOAL. ********||
if TEMPI".RHS[i] >= GOALRHS[i] then 
begin

INFARY[j+1]".TOTAL := 1;
INFARYtj+1]".FIRST := TEMPI;
INFARYCj+1]".LAST := TEMPI;
TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT;
INFARY[j+1]".LAST".NEXT := nil

end
else TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT 

until (INFARYtj+1]".TOTAL = l)or (TEMPI = nil); 
if INFARYtj+1]".TOTAL = 1 then

H****** IF ONE IS FOUND, FIND ALL OTHERS MEETING THIS *****|| 
jj************************* GOAL. **************************j|

begin
repeat

if TEMPI".RHSti] >= GOALRHSti] then 
begin

INFARYtj+1]".TOTAL :=
INFARYtj+1]".TOTAL + 1i 

INFARYtj + 1]".LAST".NEXT := TEMPI ; 
INFARYtj+1]".LAST := TEMPI;
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TEMPI := TEMPV.NEXT;
INFARYtj+1]LASTNEXT := nil

end
else TEMPI := TEMPI".NEXT 

until TEMPI = nil
end
else

** IF NONE ARE FOUND THEN FIND THE COMBINATION VIOLATING *j| 
****** THE RELIABILITY GOAL BY THE SMALLEST AMOUNT. ******||

begin
if k = 1 then HIPRIRELI := true ;
TEMPI := INFARYtj]".FIRST;
TEMP := GOALRHS t i] - TEMPI".RHSti];
SOLNS t1] := TEMPI;
TEMP1 := TEMP1".NEXT ; 
if TEMPI <> nil then 
begin

repeat
if GOALRHSti] - TEMPI".RHSti] <

TEMP then
begin

n : = 1 ;
TEMP := GOALRHSti] -

TEMPI".RHSti];
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SOLNS[n] := TEMPI
end;
if GOALRHS[i] - TEMPI~.RHS[ij =

TEMP then
begin

n : = n + 1 ;
SOLNS[n] := TEMPI 

end;
TEMPI := TEMP V. NEXT 

until TEMPI = nil;
INFPRINT (SOLNS,n ,GOALRHS,HIPRIRELI); 

H************** PRINT THIS BEST ALTERNATIVE. **************||
FINISHED := 1

I I * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  TELL THE PROGRAM IT IS DONE. **************||
end

end
end

end; {INFSCREEN}

begin {INFSORT} 
k : = 1 ;

H******** INITIALIZE PRIORITY GOAL TO BE SCREENED. ********||

j : = l ;
II** INITIALIZE POSITION IN ARRAY TO PLACE SCREENED LIST. **||
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FINISHED := 0;
HIPRIRELI := false;
INFARYCj] := INFEASIBLE;

||**** ASSIGN COMPLETE LIST OF COMBINATIONS TO THE FIRST ***|| 
jj******** POSITION IN THE ARRAY OF SCREENED LISTS. ******** jj

repeat
i : = 1 ;
while GOALPRIORITY[i] <> k do 

i : = i + 1 ;
H*********** find THE GOAL HAVING PRIORITY 'k*. ***********||

INFSCREEN (INFARY, j, i, k, FINISHED,
GOALRHS, HIPRIRELI);

||******« SCREEN THE jth LIST IN THE ARRAY BY GOAL i *«*****|| 
jj ******* PLACE ACCEPTABLE COMBINATIONS INTO THE j + 1 ******* jj 
jj***************** LIST IN THE ARRAY. *********************}}

k : = k + 1 ;
j : = j + 1 ;

until (k = 5) or (FINISHED = 1)
end; {INFSORT}

procedure CHECKnSORT (FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE : LISTING;
GOALPRIORITY : PRIORITY; GOALRHS : GRHS);
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\\tttt* THIS PROCEDURE DETERMINES IF THERE ARE FEASIBLE ****|| 
|| COMBINATIONS. IF SO, IT SENDS THEM TO * FSORT * FOR SORTING^ 
|| BY PRIORITY AND OUTPUT TO THE USER. IF NOT, IT SENDS ALL|| 
jj COMBINATIONS TO * INFSORT * FOR SCREENING IN GOAL PRIORITY jj 
jj ****** ******************* ORDER. *************************||
begin

if FEASIBLE".FIRST <> nil then 
begin

FSORT (FEASIBLE, GOALPRIORITY)
end
else
begin

INFSORT (INFEASIBLE, GOALPRIORITY, GOALRHS)
end

end; {CHECKnSORT}

begin {MAIN PROGRAM)
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln

'This algorithm will provide the user with');
'information on all integer combinations that'); 
'will satisfy a series of system reliability'); 
'goals. If there are no combinations that will'); 
'satisfy all of the goals then this algorithm');
'will provide the user with the best');
'alternative based on the goal priority');
'established by the user');
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writeln;
writeln ('Please input the number of variables,'); 
writeln ('followed by a <CR>'); 
readln (NUMBER);
INITIALIZE (COST, WT, VOL, PF, GOALRHS, GOALPRIORITY, 

FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE);
LOWER (LB, GOALRHS[1], PF);
UPPER (UB, COST, WT, VOL, GOALRHS, LB);
CHECKCOMBS (LB, UB, NUMBER, VALUE, FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE, 

COST, WT, VOL, PF, GOALRHS);
CHECKnSORT (FEASIBLE, INFEASIBLE, GOALPRIORITY, GOALRHS) 
: end. {MAIN PROGRAM}
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Appendix D 
SAMPLE PROGRAM 

OUTPUT

This algorithm will provide the user with 
information on all integer combinations that 
will satisfy a series of system reliability 
goals. If there are no combinations that will 
satisfy all of the goals then this algorithm 
will provide the user with the best alternative 
based on the goal priority established by the user

Please input the number of variables, 
followed by a <CR>
2

Please input the probability of failure of each 
component, in order, starting with item #1, 
followed by a <CR>.
.4
Item #2?
.6
The probability of failure for each item is:
Item #1 = 0.400 
Item #2 = 0.600
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Are these values correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Please input the required level of system 
reliability.
.9
The required system reliability is 0.9000 
Is this correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Input the cost of each component, in order, 
starting with item #1, followed by a <CR>.
5
Item #2?
7
The cost coefficients for each item :
Item #1 = 5.00
Item #2 = 7.00
Are all of the values correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Input the total budget available :
60
The available budget is 60.00
Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Input the weight of each component, in order,
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starting with item #1, followed by a <CR>.
4
Item #2?
5
The weight of each item :
Item #1 = 4.00
Item #2 = 5.00
Are all of the values correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Input the total weight available:
70
The available weight is 70.00
Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Input the volume of each component, in order, 
starting with item #1, followed by a <CR>.
2

Item #2?
4
The volume of each item :
Item #1 = 2.00
Item #2 = 4.00
Are all of the values correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
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Input the total volume available :
40
The available volume is 40.00
Is this value correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
Please input the relative priority of each of 
the four goals on a scale of 1 => 4, do not use the 
same priority number more than one time 
Reliability : ?
1

Cost : ?
2

Weight : ?
3
Volume : ?
4
The priority of the goals are as follows:
Reliability: 1
Cost : 2
Weight : 3
Volume : 4
Are these priority values correct? Enter (Y/N)
Y
STANDBY, COMPUTING BOUNDS ON VARIABLES
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The lower bounds on each variable:
XI = 3 
X2 = 5

The upper bounds on each variable:
XI = 5 
X2 = 6

FEASIBLE INTEGER SOLUTIONS IN 
GOAL PRIORITY ORDER 

******************************

XI X2 RELIABILITY COST WEIGHT VOLUME

5 5 0.9128 $60.00 45.00 30.00


